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Introduction: 
Flying from Blackbushe over the Channel to Europe and the Channel Islands can seem daunting to many people, but it is 
much easier than you would expect. Generally, airspace in continental Europe is much easier than in the UK. There are a 
few necessary pieces of paperwork that need to be completed, and a few simple guidelines. 
 

Where can I fly? 
When crossing into Europe, the first point of landing generally needs to be made at a customs and immigration airport. 
You may then depart to another airport within that country without restriction. This generally means the larger airports 
such as: 
 

Channel Islands: Alderney (EGJA), Guernsey (EGJB) & Jersey (EGJJ) 
France: Le Touquet (LFAT), Deauville (LFRG), Caen (LFRK), Cherbourg (LFRC), Dinard (LFRD), Brest (LFRB), and many more 
further south. 
Belgium: Oostende (EBOS), Antwerp (EBAW), Liege (EBLG) 
Netherlands: Rotterdam (EHRD), Hilversum (EHHV) 
Luxembourg: Luxembourg (ELLX) 
Republic of Ireland: Dublin (EIDW), Waterford (EIWF), Cork (EICK), Shannon (EINN) 
Germany: Frankfurt Hahn (EDFH), Baden-Baden (EDSB), Bonn (EDKB) etc 
 

Planning: 
Start the planning a day or 2 before if you can, although to many destinations, it is quite possible to wake up in the 
morning and decide where to go and just depart. 
When planning, you need to consider the following: 
 

PPR (Prior Permission and airport availability) 
Route 
Flight Plan 
GAR (General Aviation Report to UK Border Force). New procedures from Apr 2024. See later. 
Special Equipment 
 

Let’s look at each of these in turn: 
 

1: Do I Need Permission? 
In the UK, more or less every time you take off or land, a telephone call, or internet request is needed beforehand. This 
is often NOT the case once you leave the UK. Most airfields in France do not require advance notice. For example, you 
can arrive at Deauville, Cherbourg and many more without any prior permission. I always like to contact the airfield 
involved, though, as these rules sometimes change. Le Touquet requires passport details to be sent by e-mail prior to 
arrival. Caen requires 24 hrs PPR. Dinard sometimes requires PPR. Many French airfields offer optional handling. This is 
not necessary unless you want access to briefing lounges etc. German airfields do not generally require PPR. Dublin will 
require handling as well as PPR. The Channel Islands do not usually require PPR, but at busy times they may, so always 
check in advance.  
The best way is to check the AIP for the relevant handling phone number or e-mail address and get in touch. 
 

Do not forget to book out with Blackbushe either by phone or text or online. Remember to tell them when you are 
coming back, or message them on the day of return also. 
 

2: ROUTE 
Route: 
Obviously, depending on where your destination is, the route will differ. However, there are a few basic things to 
consider. This section will assume you will be using Sky Demon (why wouldn’t you!!?). 
 

General Considerations: 
Since you will be filing a flight plan for your flights, it is worth giving some consideration to how you will plan the route.  
 

Planning via towns and other points of interest will result in a flight plan being sent which contains multiple lat/long co-
ordinates, which will be unfamiliar to ATC. Better to plan via recognizable points such as VORs, DMEs, NDBs, airways 
reporting points (remember you need to turn these on in Sky Demon). Such a routing will be much easier for ATC to 



understand, and makes loading into a Garmin unit on the aircraft much easier too. Remember, just because you have 
filed a VFR flight plan along a certain route, does not mean you are obliged to follow it exactly. It is just a guide of 
intended route (so the rescue services know where to look if you don’t arrive!!). So, even though you have filed via VORs 
and waypoints, you can still fly a slightly different route if you wish. 
 

When crossing FIR boundaries, it helps to do so at a recognized airways reporting point, as this will give controllers an 
idea of what time you expect to enter their airspace. The FIR boundary between the London FIR and the French and 
Belgian FIRs are littered with suitable waypoints, so try to route via one of them. So, for example, when routing to the 
Channel Islands, route via ORIST or ORTAC, to Cherbourg via GARMI, to Le Touquet via TUKVI or SOVAT and to Oostende 
via MOTOX or RINTI. 
 

You will probably want as direct a route as possible (to save time and money) and as high a route as possible (to mitigate 
against engine failure in a single). The ideal route is often a compromise. 
 

Departure: 
After take-off from Blackbushe, things can get a little busy, whether you are VFR or IFR, mostly because you have to 
transit busy Farnborough airspace. You will have to avoid the Odiham ATZ. Getting in touch with Farnborough radar as 
soon as possible after departure, may result in a timely permission for Farnborough ATZ transit and Odiham MATZ 
penetration en-route to your first turning point to the south, say GWC or MID VORs or HAZEL. 
 

 
 

En-Route: 
Generally, you will want to climb up as airspace permits to give you the best gliding range for the crossing. Also, you will 
probably want to minimize your distance from land as much as you can. Some of the routes, especially to the south of 
the Isle of Wight have Danger areas that can be active at certain times. EGD036 is the main one that is right on the way 
to Cherbourg. London Information on 14.6 or 124.75 will be able to tell you if it is active and try to arrange permission to 
cross. Alternatively, you can call Plymouth Radar on 01752 557550. 



En-route communications should proceed as normal, but as you approach the coast on a VFR flight plan, make sure you 
are in contact with London Information. They will give you a squawk of 1177, but they do not have radar and they are 
not able to provide much in terms of navigation. However, they are someone to talk to in case of difficulties, they can 
give you weather reports for your destination, and they will give you the next frequency to contact.  
They will probably ask you where you are ‘coasting out’, or ‘coasting in’ on your return flight. This is a town or beacon or 
landmark where you will cross the coast. They may ask for an ETA for this position, and/or ask you to report coasting 
in/out. They may also ask you to report ‘mid-channel’. 
 

Suggested Routes: 
EGLK-LFAT:   EGLK – MID – SFD – TUKVI – LFAT or EGLK – MID – HOLLY - ROTNO – TUKVI – LFAT or  

EGLK - OCK – LAVRI – LYD – TUKVI - LFAT 
EGLK-LFRG: EGLK – GWC – DRAKE – SITET - ETRAT – DVL - LFRG 
EGLK-LFRK: EGLK – GWC – ETRAT – LFRK 
EGLK-LFRC: EGLK – GWC – RUDMO – KATHY - GARMI –  MP – LFRC 
EGLK-LFRD: EGLK – GWC – ORTAC – JSY – LFRD 
EGLK-EGJA: EGLK – GWC – ORTAC – EGJA 
EGLK-EGJB: EGLK – GWC – ORTAC – EGJB 
EGLK-EGJJ: EGLK – GWC – ORTAC – JSY – EGJJ 
EGLK-EBOS: EGLK – OCK – LAVRI – DVR – KONAN – EBOS 
 

 
Suggested route to Le Touquet 
 

3: Flight Plan 
 

General: 
A flight plan will need to be filed as you are crossing an international FIR boundary.  The flight plan can be VFR or IFR 
depending on the weather conditions. To fly IFR in Europe, you will need a full IR, an IMC rating or IR(R) is not sufficient. 
VFR flight plans can be filed quickly and easily via Sky Demon or other similar programs. IFR flight plans can be filed via 
AFPEX or more user-friendly apps. 
CAA Guide to Flight Plans (a bit heavy):   https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%20694.pdf  
CAA Safety Sense Leaflet (much easier!): https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/20130121SSL20.pdf  
 
 

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%20694.pdf
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/20130121SSL20.pdf


Flight Plan Addressing: 
Flight plans are automatically addressed to the departure, arrival and any nominated alternate airports. Sometimes, it is 
a good idea to address the plan to additional addresses such as airports who will provide an en-route radar service. For 
example: 
Farnborough Tower EGLFZTZX, Guernsey App EGJBZPZX, Jersey App EGJJZTZX, Nantes FIR LFRSZPZX, Lille Approach 
LFQQZTZX. All London FIR VFR airfields EGZYVFRT.  
 

Details on filing flight plans can be found in other documentation (please ask). 
 

A typical paper flight plan is shown below: 
 

 



4: General Aviation Report (GAR) 
The UK Border force will need to be advised of your intended flight(s). This is done by using a GAR report. The esiest way 
is to set up an account with OnlineGAR at https://www.onlinegar.com/. Here you can keep details of aircraft you 
regularly fly and of passengers you often fly with. Simply select the aircraft and passengers for that flight and send. 
 

For flights to Europe (excluding Channel Islands, Isle of Man and Northern Ireland) no GAR is required for the outbound 
flight. A GAR is required for the return flight, and must be filed at least 4 hours before intended landing back at 
Blackbushe. On arrival at Blackbushe, Border Force officers may meet the aircraft to inspect passports and baggage, 
however this is unusual. It is best to put the earliest time you will be departing the European airfield, as if Border Force 
decide to meet you and you have arrived early and gone home, they will not be best pleased. However, if you are late, 
they are required to wait for you. They can track your inbound progress via ATC. 
 

For flights to the Channel Islands, Isle of Man and Northern Ireland a GAR is required in both directions, at least 12 hours 
before landing. GAROnline offers to print a GenDec (General Declaration) for some flights. For the Channel Islands it is a 
good idea to print out 2 copies and take them with you. One for arrival, one for departure. It makes getting through 
security easier, for one thing. 
 

STOP PRESS: 
As from April 2024, a new system will be in operation: 
 

The General Aviation (Flight Information, Persons on Board and Civil Penalties) Regulations 2024 (‘the 2024 regulations’)  
What is being introduced and when?  
It is anticipated that on Saturday 6th April 2024, the 2024 regulations will enter into force. A draft version of the 
regulations is available online: The General Aviation (Persons on Board, Flight Information and Civil Penalties) 
Regulations 2024.  
Which flights do the 2024 regulations apply to?  
The 2024 regulations apply to all General Aviation aircraft making international flights who are expecting to arrive in and 
depart from the UK (including within the Common Travel Area).  
What do the regulations mean for pilots, owners and operators?  
International GA flights that are arriving in or departing from the UK will be required to be submit information online 
about the flight and persons on board (both passengers and crew), no earlier than 48 hours and no later than 2 hours 
prior to the expected time of departure. General Aviation Reports emailed directly to Border Force will not be compliant 
and will not be accepted.  
What are the acceptable online submission methods?  
The information is to be provided online using one of the following methods:  
1. The Government’s free-to-use submit a GAR ‘sGAR’ webservice;  
2. Via an approved existing third-party application1; or  
3. If you are a business operator, established direct connections to Home Office systems can also be used.  
 

1 Typically, these are private member subscriptions to applications such as Airbox, Cloud Aviation, Online GAR, Sky 
Demon and Rocket Route. However, a full published list of acceptable third-party applications will be published on 
gov.uk.  
Civil Penalties  
Border Force will be operating a civil penalty regime that will underpin the 2024 regulations. Failing to comply with the 
2024 regulations may result in a civil penalty of up to £10,000 per breach. Complete guidance on the civil penalty regime 
will be available on gov.uk in due course. 
 

5: Special Equipment 
For the water crossing it is a very good idea to carry the necessary flotation devices that can be borrowed free of charge 
from Blackbushe Aviation if you are an associate member. There should be lifejackets for every person on board. These 
should either be worn for the whole flight, or be readily to hand. A dinghy is also a good idea, but they are heavy and will 
need to be considered in your mass and balance calculation. How you manage to access, open, extricate, inflate and 
board the dinghy is a matter for further discussion!! 
 

https://www.onlinegar.com/


 
 

6: HMRC Fuel Drawback 
As you are exporting fuel and oil from the UK, on which UK duty has been paid, when you fly away from the UK 
(including the Channel Islands), you can claim this duty back. This is known as Fuel Drawback. HMRC has a website to 
make life easier, and the form can be submitted online or by post. You have up to 2 years from the date of the flight to 
claim your refund which will be paid direct to a nominated bank account. In practice, the amount of oil in question is 
minimal, so I just claim for the fuel. The procedure is detailed below: 
1: First click on the website or if you intend to claim online, click here. Note, you will need a Government Gateway 

ID or you will need to set one up. When you sign in, sometimes a verification code is sent to your phone as a 
security measure. 

2: Once successfully signed in, the data gathering begins. Below are example screenshots. (Remember to use your 
own name and data!! For ‘Position in Business’, I suggest ‘pilot’. 

  
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/excise-claim-for-drawback-of-duty-paid-on-oils-used-as-fuel-on-foreign-going-aircraft-ho60
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/excise-claim-for-drawback-of-duty-paid-on-oils-used-as-fuel-on-foreign-going-aircraft-ho60
https://www.access.tax.service.gov.uk/login/signin/creds
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjksMLV2NzbAhVLPhQKHZc6D2MQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://flightchops.com/2017/11/17/blowing-5000-in-5-seconds-life-raft-deployment-survive-ditching-an-aircraft-photos/&psig=AOvVaw1oaOH5__yi4u_TUTlc0lCd&ust=1529393411897227


 

 



 
 

 



 

 

 
 
Then, it’s just a matter of waiting for payment, usually 4-6 weeks. 

 
 
 
 


